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This paper presents a general expression for the stress function in terms 
of complex variables. Certain states of stress are used to illustrate the 
method. In the ease of an elasto-plastic problem the introduction of 
complex variables permits an investigation of the link between the 
elastic and the plastic stress functions. 

1. For the determination of the state of stress in a plastic region 
for plane strain of a perfectly plastic body we make use of the equations 

(03 - uJz + 4~2,~ = 4k2 (1.2) 

and the boundary conditions 

PJjc cos W + Try oos @Y)l, = x, (4, [vxz, oos (4 + ay cos @Y)ly = y, (s) (1.3) 

where y denotes the boundary of the plastic region and 8 is the arc 
length along the contour y. 

We will introduce the stress function F, by the formulas 

(1.4) 

Equations (1.1) will then be satisfied indentically, and for the de- 
terminatfon of the function F1 there remains Equation (1.2). In changing 
to complex variables, we note that (1.2) may be written in the form 

M;i3 = 4k2, M = oy - ox + 2i0,~ 

On the other hand, one has 
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where 

Thus, (1.2) takes on the form 

Introducing the fuaation F by the foraula 

we obtain the equstion for the det8r~inatiOs of the stress function in 

plastic region 

The boundary conditions (1.3) now reduce to I1 ‘f 

(1.7) 

It follows from (1.6) that 

where B = 8(t, ;) is au arbitrary real function, Integrating (1.8), we 

obtain the general solution of (1.6) 

2, .i , 

where #dzj and X(Z) are arbitrary analytic functions. For the solution 

to h8ve physical ~e8ning, i.e. for it to correspond to some state of 

stress, one caust impose the condition thst the function F is real: 
(1.10) 

For given funotious @(z, i) the solution (1.9) is determined by the 
condition (1.10) eX8Ctly, witkin 8 term pzz'(vhere p iS real) which car- 
responds to the presanca of hydrostatic pressure. For the solution of 

concrete boundary-value problems one has to impose on th8 solution (l-3), 
in order that the requirement (1.10) be fulfilled, the boundsrs condition 

in the form 
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[j exp I- 2ie (z,Bl G+ 9 (z)ly = g f (s) 

3, 

(1.11) 

We note that between the angle of inclination a of a slip line to the 
z-axis and the function 8(r, T), at every point of the region of plasti- 
city, there exists the relationship 

e+a+n (1.12) 

2. Consider next the state of stress for specific functions 8(z, I). 

1) For 8 = a (a = const) we obtain 

F = $ exp (2ia) 9 + $ cxp (- 2ia) 2 + pzz 

Ox -=p-_-OS&t, %=p+cos2a, y=sin2a 
k k 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

This solution corresponds to a homogeneous stress field. 

2) For 8 = - 8 + a (a = const, z = reie) 

F = exp (2ia)% (In z - 1) + exp (- 2ia) zz (In; - 1) + ~6 (2.3) 

Here the following versions are possible: 

a) Axisymmetric stress distribution [2 1 (a = 0) 

% -=lnG-l+p, 5.9 
k 

+=1nr2-i+pp. -&-co 

b) Stress distribution [2 1 in a wedge (a = l/4 n) 

(2.4) 

$-_,a.,, += 
,r ,a -2a+p, -=I 

k (2.5) 

C) Superposition of the preceding stress fields [ 3 ] 

% = eos 2a (In 9 - 1) - 28 sin 2a + p, 
%a -=sin2a 

2 = cos 2a (In r2 + 1) - 28 sin 2a -+ p, 
k (2.6) 

3) The general case of axisymmetric stress distribution 14 I. For 

0 = .+tan-’ 
J&8 

(~=+l, c=const) 

we obtain 
(2.7) 

F = 8 
C 
z;ln (zZ + l/(ti)s - ~2) - 2 v(zi)z _ c2 - c sin-‘-L - ic In 2 -t_ ic In g-t_ pzt 
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For this 

4) For 8 = l/2 sin-’ (2 - I)/i 

=Y -&- =-2x 4-p 
Tm 
- =2y 

k 

Such a stress distribution will occur in a strip (-l/2 i y < + l/2), 
compressed by rough plates [ 2 1. 

5) For 8 = - 8+ l/2 sin-’ (1 - c/r’) (C > 0) 

F = i (C -I- z.2) In f - 3 I/2czg- c2 + 2 (C +_ zi) -I~zz+pe; tan (2.10) 
C 

This is a new particular solution of the equilibrium equations (1.1) 
and the von Yises condition (1.2). 

3. In the case of elasto-plastic problems we have for the determina- 
tion of the stress functions the following equations: 

In the elastic region 

In the plastic region (1.8) or 

(3.2) 

On the dividing lines between the elastic and plastic zones o5e has 
to use the condition of continuity of the first derivatives of F and F. 

Since the stress functions F must be real, it follows from (1.9) that it 
may be represented in the form 
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F (z, -;, = F,, (z, y) + x (z, z) (3.3) 

where 

Fo(z, 3 = 2 Re& (~1 + x (~11. x (z, 3 = { dq t exp 128 (s,:)] dE - & (z) -x (z) 

20 90 

and K(Z, i) is a real function. The function K(Z, i) must vanish at the 
interface and in the elastic region. The condition of continuity of the 
derivatives of the stress functions on the boundary may be satisfied by 
letting 

(3.4) 

For this fulfilment of the boundary conditions the function ~(2, 2) 

and its first derivatives with respect to Z, z’at the interface and in 
the elastic region vanish, i.e. the solution is continued analytically 
from the elastic into the plastic region. 
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